In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an SSL certificate.

Title University of California Press (updated 20200507)
MimeFilter application/json .* javascript
MimeFilter application/xml .* javascript
URL http://www.ucpress.edu/journals.php
HJ abt.ucpress.edu
HJ afterimage.ucpress.edu
HJ as.ucpress.edu
HJ bioscience.ucpress.edu
HJ boom.ucpress.edu
HJ ca.ucpress.edu
HJ caa.ucpress.edu
HJ ch.ucpress.edu
HJ cmr.ucpress.edu
HJ cse.ucpress.edu
HJ dcqr.ucpress.edu
HJ fmh.ucpress.edu
HJ fq.ucpress.edu
HJ fsr.ucpress.edu
HJ gcfs.ucpress.edu
HJ hlq.ucpress.edu
HJ hsns.ucpress.edu
HJ https://abt.ucpress.edu
HJ https://afterimage.ucpress.edu
HJ https://as.ucpress.edu
HJ https://bioscience.ucpress.edu
HJ https://boom.ucpress.edu
HJ https://ca.ucpress.edu
HJ https://caa.ucpress.edu
HJ https://ch.ucpress.edu
HJ https://cmr.ucpress.edu
HJ https://cse.ucpress.edu
HJ https://dcqr.ucpress.edu
HJ https://fmh.ucpress.edu
HJ https://fq.ucpress.edu
HJ https://fsr.ucpress.edu
HJ https://gcfs.ucpress.edu
HJ https://hlq.ucpress.edu
HJ https://hsns.ucpress.edu
HJ https://irqr.ucpress.edu
HJ https://jams.ucpress.edu
HJ https://jm.ucpress.edu
HJ https://jpms.ucpress.edu
HJ https://jps.ucpress.edu
A Hosted EZproxy Include File is available for this resource. Hosted EZproxy customers will receive automatic updates with OCLC’s latest version of this stanza. Note: Hosted EZproxy customers in the Americas using self-service may reference the Include File by adding the following line to config.txt:

```
IncludeFile databases/ucpress.txt
```